
10 Fun Easter Activities for Toddlers and
Preschoolers!

Easter is a joyful time for children, filled with colorful eggs, cute bunnies, and
exciting egg hunts. If you're looking for fun Easter activities to keep your little
ones entertained and engaged, you've come to the right place. In this article, we
have compiled a list of 10 amazing Easter activities specifically designed for
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toddlers and preschoolers. These activities will not only entertain your children
but also help them develop various skills. Let's dive into the egg-citing world of
Easter fun!

1. Egg Decorating

Egg decorating is a classic Easter activity that never gets old. Let your toddlers
and preschoolers unleash their creativity by decorating hard-boiled eggs using
paints, markers, stickers, and glitter. This activity also enhances their fine motor
skills and imagination.
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2. Bunny Hop Obstacle Course

Create an adorable bunny hop obstacle course in your backyard or living room
using pillows, cushions, and hula hoops. Encourage your kids to hop like bunnies,
crawl through tunnels, and jump over obstacles. This physical activity will help
them burn off energy while having loads of fun.

3. Easter Egg Hunt
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An Easter egg hunt is a classic tradition loved by children of all ages. Hide eggs
around your backyard or a designated area, and let your little ones search for
them. You can even organize a friendly competition by setting a time limit and
rewarding the child who finds the most eggs.

4. Egg Spoon Race

Set up a traditional egg spoon race using spoons and plastic eggs. Get your
toddlers and preschoolers to balance the eggs on the spoons and race to the
finish line without dropping them. This activity promotes hand-eye coordination
and balance.

5. Crafts and Collages

Engage your children in Easter-themed crafts and collages. Provide them with
construction paper, glue, scissors, and various craft supplies to create their own
Easter masterpieces. They can make bunnies, chicks, and flowers using their
imagination and artistic skills.

6. Bunny Ears Dress-Up

Encourage your toddlers and preschoolers to embrace their inner bunnies by
creating adorable bunny ears using paper, tape, and markers. They can wear
their bunny ears while participating in other Easter activities or even during a
pretend-play session.

7. Storytelling and Easter Books

Read Easter-themed books to your little ones and engage them in storytelling
sessions. Let their imagination run wild as they become familiar with the festive
tales of bunnies, eggs, and springtime adventures. This activity enhances their
vocabulary, listening skills, and love for reading.



8. Egg Bowling

Transform regular plastic eggs into bowling pins and use a larger plastic egg as
the bowling ball. Set up a makeshift bowling alley in your hallway or backyard and
take turns rolling the egg ball to knock down the egg pins. This activity improves
hand-eye coordination and gross motor skills.

9. Planting Seeds

Teach your toddlers and preschoolers about growth and nature by planting seeds
in small pots or a designated garden area. Choose easy-to-grow flowers or
vegetables and involve them in the planting process. Witnessing the growth of
their own plants will fill them with joy and nurture their curiosity.

10. Easter-themed Snacks

Prepare delicious Easter-themed snacks together, such as bunny-shaped
sandwiches, carrot-shaped treats, or fruit skewers with colorful berries. Let your
little ones assist in the kitchen by arranging the ingredients and creating their own
edible masterpieces.

These 10 fun Easter activities will create lasting memories for your toddlers and
preschoolers while enhancing their creativity, motor skills, and learning abilities.
Make this Easter a memorable one by engaging your little ones in a variety of
entertaining and educational activities. Have an egg-cellent time!
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I Spy Easter Book for Kids!
Make the perfect gift for anyone who loves spying! This is the perfect book for
any child who dreams of making learning fun. I Spy Easter is a book for every
child who is starting to discover the world and would like to learn about items
related to Easter!
Click on the cover to discover what's inside!

About this book:

46 pages covering the entire alphabet,

Printed on high-quality paper,

Each page contains colorful pictures among others with Easter rabbits, eggs,
nestling, chicken and flower,

Beautiful designs suitable for all ages.

A smile on the face of a child! Scroll Up and BUY NOW!
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time when Christians commemorate the resurrection of Jesus Christ,
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Easter is a joyful time for children, filled with colorful eggs, cute bunnies,
and exciting egg hunts. If you're looking for fun Easter activities to keep
your...
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American Legend
Carrying the true essence of resilience, Black Hawk remains an iconic
figure in American history. His remarkable life is marked by heroic
struggles and unwavering...

Writing Hero Anyone Will Love - The Ultimate
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Writing is a powerful form of expression that has the ability to captivate
and move readers. Whether you are an aspiring writer or someone who
wants to brush up on their...

Bad Kitty's Thanksgiving: Chaos or Comedy?
Thanksgiving brings joy and excitement to many households as families
gather around a delicious feast to give thanks for all the blessings in their
lives. However, there is...
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Fuzzy Freaks Out Class Pets - The Hilarious
Story of Chaos Unleashed!
Are you ready for a rollercoaster of cuteness and mayhem? Get ready to
dive into the incredible world of Fuzzy the hamster, who single-handedly
sent our...

All People Are Beautiful - The Inspiring Story of
Vincent Kelly
When it comes to beauty, society often sets certain standards that can
leave many individuals feeling inadequate or overlooked. In a world
obsessed with external...

Saints And Heroes To The End Of The Middle
Ages Yesterday Classics
A journey through time awaits as we delve into the fascinating world of
saints and heroes to the end of the Middle Ages. Relive the stories of
these remarkable individuals...
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